
Installation instruction bath/shower tub support.

This installation instructions are made according to our best knowledge.  This is no guarantee.
We reserve our right for any technical changes. 
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Description:
1. Wall
2. Plaster/drywall
3. Tiles
4. Silicone
5. Bath/shower tub
6. Support
7. Distance blocks

The bath tub support can be placed upon screed or upon tiles.  Please use a solvent-free glue,
suitable for expandable polystyrene foam.  Before the bath tub support is fixed, one should
check that the floor is level.
On a rough floor, the support can be fixed with 2 component-PU-foam or dry building 
mixture.
In both cases, check that the position of the bath tub support is precisely horizontally.

Following steps should be followed:
1. Position the bath/shower tub support and place the bath/shower tub in the support.
    Position the bath/shower tub in the support so that you have an equal offset towards the
    support, depending on the thickness of the tiles.  Also pay attention to the correct wall
    distance. 
    Press down on the bath/shower tub.
    Mark the position of the outlet on the floor.
2. Put the bath/shower tub and support by side.  Connect the trap to the drain lines and 
    align them.
    Cut out bath/shower tub support where needed.
3. Fix the support at the designated area.  For acrylic bath/showers, one should apply
    PU-foam all around the upper side of the support, and on the bottom part, so that the
    downwards pressure is well spread all over the support.
    Put the bath/shower tub into the support and check for level and proper protruding edge
    of the bath tub to the bath tub support.
4. After the PU foam has hardened, connect trap to outlet and check for watertightness.

Seal all surrounding joints with silicone.  Tiles can be applied with tile adhesive.

Example  I: 
Bath/shower tub supports with distance blocks (only for steel bath/shower tubs):
Place the distance blocks in the insert openings, or attach with plastic nails.
Example II:
Bath/shower tub support is positioned after tiling of the walls.
Example III:
Tiles are applied after installation bath/shower tub support.

Protruding edge:
± 15 mm depending
on tile thickness
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Attention when installing acrylic bath/shower tubs:

Because of high tolerances in case of acrylic bath/shower tubs, it may happen that
you have to remove some material from the support.  To do so, you can use a knife,
steel brush, saw, sanding paper or a thermal cutting device.

To avoid that all downwards pressure is applied to one or a few spots, you should 
apply 2-component PU foam on the upper part of the support, as well as in the 
bottom part.  (see picture) 

If you want to be able to remove the bath/shower tub afterwards, you can apply
a plastic film between the fresh PU-foam and the bath/shower tub.

Please fix the filling blocks with tile glue.
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